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Abstract
We investigate the effectiveness of executing SIMD workloads on multiprocessors with heterogeneous Instruction
Set Architecture (ISA) cores. Heterogeneous ISAs offer an
intriguing clock speed/parallelism tradeoff for workloads
with frequent usage of SIMD instructions. We consider dynamic migration of SIMD and non-SIMD workloads across
ISA-different cores to exploit this trade-off. We present the
necessary modifications for a general compiler/run-time infrastructure to transform the dynamic program state of SIMD
regions at run-time from one ISA format to another for crossISA migration and execution. Additionally, we present a
SIMD-aware scheduling policy that makes cross-ISA migration decisions that improves system throughput. We prototype a heterogeneous-ISA system using an Intel Xeon x86-64
server and a Cavium ThunderX ARMv8 server and evaluate
the effectiveness of our infrastructure and scheduling policy. Our results reveal that cross-ISA execution migration
within SIMD regions can yield throughput gains up to 36%
compared to traditional homogeneous ISA systems.

CCS Concepts
• Computer systems organization → Single instruction,
multiple data; Heterogeneous (hybrid) systems; • Software
and its engineering → Scheduling;
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Introduction

In recent years, the computer architecture landscape has
seen the rise of systems integrating heterogeneous architectures as a possible solution to deal with the “end of Moore’s
Law” [13, 23, 80, 81, 86, 88]. Chip designers have explored
the pairing of CPU designs that target vastly different use
cases. For example, ARM’s big.LITTLE technology [62] and
its successor, DynamIQ [58], couple cache-coherent “big”
cores (high clock speeds, advanced micro-architecture) for
latency-sensitive workloads with “little” cores (high energy
efficiency) for background and low-priority tasks. In the
server space, Intel Xeon-Xeon Phi systems [24] integrate a
small number of high-performance cores with many lowpower cores to accelerate different workloads. Intel has also
released plans for a heterogeneous x86 architecture with one
big Sunny Cove core and multiple small Atom cores that
uses a new 3D stacking technology [35, 70, 79, 91].
However, these designs do not have heterogeneity at the
ISA level. At best, some cores used in these designs support extended instruction sets, but at their base, all cores
share the same ISA (e.g., Xeon-Xeon Phi, ARM big.LITTLE).
To date, there has not been any commodity-scale systems
with heterogeneity at the ISA level (a notable exception is
MPSoCs [37]). However, the research community has been
exploring experimental heterogeneous-ISA designs, showing
that they provide better performance and energy efficiency
than single-ISA heterogeneity. Exploration in this design
space includes many forms – shared-memory chip multiprocessors [10, 85, 86], multiprocessors with multiple cachecoherent domains (and no coherence between domains) [53],
and composite-ISA cores [84] – across many settings, ranging from cluster architectures [68] to mobile settings [50].
Industry trends are also changing. With the advent of
ARM-based high-end servers [20, 82, 83] capable of powering high-performance computing (HPC) applications, thirdparty organizations such as data-center providers and cloud

